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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Productivity tracking tools often determine productivity
based on the time interacting with work-related applications. To deconstruct productivity’s diverse and nebulous
nature, we investigate how knowledge workers conceptualize personal productivity and delimit productive tasks in
both work and non-work contexts. We report a 2-week diary study followed by a semi-structured interview with 24
knowledge workers. Participants captured productive activities and provided the rationale for why the activities were
assessed to be productive. They reported a wide range of productive activities beyond typical desk-bound work—ranging
from having a personal conversation with dad to getting a
haircut. We found six themes that characterize the productivity assessment—work product, time management, worker’s
state, attitude toward work, impact & benefit, and compound
task—and identified how participants interleaved multiple
facets when assessing their productivity. We discuss how
these findings could inform the design of a comprehensive
productivity tracking system that covers a wide range of
productive activities.
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• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in
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INTRODUCTION

Boosting productivity is important for creative knowledge
workers (e.g., software developers, writers, researchers, designers). Self-tracking of personal productivity is a common technique to improve productivity [46] because it helps
knowledge workers understand and reflect on how they
spend their time. Productivity tracking technologies have
become proliferated in our everyday life, supporting to track
usage patterns at a device level (e.g., Moment [22], ScreenLife [44]) as well as an app level (e.g., RescueTime [43],
TimeAware [27], meTime [52]).
Existing productivity tracking tools are usually not designed to capture the diverse and nebulous nature of individual workers’ activities. Although the specifics of their dayto-day activities vary, existing technologies track activities
that are easy to capture. For example, automated monitoring
tools such as RescueTime [43] can capture activities that
involve digital devices only, and thus calculate productivity
based on software usage duration. Furthermore, prior studies often measured productivity (e.g., engagement [27, 55],
performance [19]) within work contexts.
However, we have little knowledge on how people conceptualize personal productivity in both work and non-work
contexts. In understanding personal productivity, considering both contexts is important: the distinction between work
and non-work contexts has become fuzzy, as work slips into
our lives, and activities in non-work contexts can affect productivity. In this work, we investigate what productivity
means for individuals: what activities do knowledge workers

